Oil Furnaces
MODELS OBM, Multi-Poise and OBL, Low-Boy

Trusted, Dependable He
A Legacy of Lasting Reliability
Since 1904, Bryant® has developed a reputation
of doing whatever it takes to offer trusted, reliable
home comfort systems. Through the commitment
and dedication of our product development and
manufacturing teams, we have consistently met
every new challenge head-on, delivering the
products to meet or exceed expectations. Today,
as consumers crave a balance between cost and
quality, Bryant proudly offers energy-efficient
and reliable oil furnaces that make the grade:
the Models OBM, Multi-Poise and OBL, Low-Boy.
These oil furnaces offer warm, winter heating
you can depend on. They offer the responsive and
efficient performance you expect from Bryant.
And, they are designed to be a perfect
fit for any home, no matter how unique.

Developed, built and backed by the most
trusted name in the business, and installed by
your trusted and professional Bryant dealer,
these models can supply the soothing winter
comfort your family deserves.

Effective Heating That Really Responds
These exceptionally durable oil furnaces
help create a warm refuge from winter's biting
chill. One of the keys to their performance is
Bryant's exclusive stainless steel combustion
chamber. Because this component also acts
as a heat exchanger, it helps the furnace
convert oil to heat quickly and efficiently. As
a result, warm air is delivered to your living
spaces faster and more economically.

Economical indoor comfort
Regardless of which model best fits
your needs, you can count on economical
comfort. These models range from 86.0%
to 86.6% AFUE heating efficiency. That's
the combined result of our stainless steel
combustion chamber, energy-efficient
burner and our durable stainless steel
secondary heat exchanger.

Proven Performance Backed by the Best
With these oil furnaces, you can count on
the peace of mind that comes with choosing
a system designed, built and backed by a
company committed to customer satisfaction.
From initial design through product testing and

an assembly process that includes thorough
reliability testing procedures, we go beyond
the industry's expectations for quality to be
sure that every unit we make measures up
to even tougher standards – yours.

eating Comfort
Peace of Mind
Having a great warranty helps you enjoy your
comfort with confidence. Bryant® builds trusted
reliability into every product, then provides additional
peace of mind with excellent warranty protection.
To the original owner, the Bryant
Models OBM and OBL oil furnaces
are covered by a 10-year parts
and lifetime heat exchanger
limited warranty upon timely
registration of your new
equipment.* Ask your Bryant
dealer about optional warranties,
which include labor.
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* Warranty period is 5 years on parts and 20 years on heat
exchanger if not registered within 90 days. Jurisdictions where
warranty benefits cannot be conditioned on registration will
automatically receive a 10-year parts limited warranty and a
lifetime parts limited warranty on the heat exchanger. See
warranty certificate at bryant.com for complete details.

The Multi-Poise models are designed for versatility. With the ability to
install in upflow, downflow and horizontal right and left applications,
these proven performers are an excellent fit for virtually any home.

The combustion/heat exchanger
combination is a Bryant® exclusive.
This unique component quickly and
efficiently converts oil to heat so
your family can relax in the soothing
warmth of home.

Model OBM Multi-Poise

Model OBM Multi-Poise

(Shown with optional Riello Burner)

(Shown with optional Beckett Burner)

Specifically designed for low ceiling
installations, the Low-Boy models
are perfect for homeowners whose
space is at a premium.

Model OBL Low-Boy

Home Comfort Components
1 LASTING DURABILITY
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Our stainless steel secondary heat
exchanger features tightly welded seams
for added durability, backed by a lifetime
limited warranty.

2 EFFICIENCY AND COMFORT

2
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Stainless steel combustion chamber is also
the primary heat exchanger. This exclusive
Bryant® combination quickly and efficiently
transfers heat for added comfort and
money savings, all backed by a lifetime
limited warranty upon timely registration.
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3 CLEAN, EFFICIENT OPERATION*

A high performance burner available
separately and used with these models
is a premium design with the latest
technology for clean operation and
optimal fuel efficiency.

4 TRUSTED RELIABILITY

Proven Bryant ignition controls reliably start
the heating and combustion process.

5 REDUCED COMBUSTION NOISE

A silencer baffle minimizes combustion
noise at the source with our unique design.
* Models OBM and OBL available with Riello
or Beckett burner.

Model OBM
Multi-Poise
(Shown with optional Beckett Burner)

Air Conditioner and Oil Furnace System

A Member of the United Technologies Corporation Family.
Stock Symbol UTX.
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Before purchasing this appliance, please read the important energy cost
and efficiency information available from your dealer.
Manufacturer reserves the right to discontinue, or change, at any time,
specifications or designs without notice and without incurring obligations.

Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE)
Oil-fired forced-air furnace

86.0-86.6
78%

more energy-efficient

96%

